Using the method of averaging we analyze periodic solutions to delay-differential equations, where the period is near to the value of the delay time (or a fraction thereof). The difference between the period and the delay time defines the small parameter used in the perturbation method. This allows us to consider problems with arbitrarily size delay times or of the delay term itself. We present a general theory and then apply the method to a specific model that has application in disease dynamics and lasers.
Introduction
Perturbation methods applied to dynamical systems rely on identifying a small parameter, e.g., ǫ, such that the reduced problem for ǫ = 0 is easier to solve. Corrections to the solution of the reduced problem are constructed via the machinery of the perturbation method. For delay-differential equations (DDEs), the approach has generally been one of three alternatives: averaging, multiple scales, or matched asymptotics (see [1, 2, 3] and included references). In this work we use averaging to determine the existence and stability of nearly τ −period solutions, where τ is the delay time. Generally, perturbation methods applied to DDEs require some separation of time scales (small delay or large delay) or for the delay term itself to be small.
We show that solutions with arbitrary delay time and with O(1)-sized delay terms can be described, with the trade-off being that the period of solutions must be near that of the delay (or an integer fraction of the delay).
We consider perturbed DDEs of the forṁ x = f 1 (x, x τ , y, y τ ) + ǫf 2 (x, x τ , y, y τ ), y = g 1 (x, x τ , y, y τ + ǫg 2 (x, x τ , y, y τ ),
where ǫ ≪ 1, x = x(t), x τ = x(t − τ ) (similarly for y), and the over dot indicates derivative with respect to t. We assume that ǫ measures the size of the dissipation such that when ǫ = 0 and there is no delay (τ = 0), the reduced problem has periodic solutions. More specifically, we assume thaṫ
has a first integral E = F (X, Y ) that describes periodic orbits.
In general, analysis of Eq. (1) is easiest if the delay is absent from the leading-order problem, that is, neither f 1 nor g 1 depend on x τ or y τ , such that the leading order problem is an ordinary differential equation (ODE). In the perturbation method the delay will be part of the correction problem such that f 2 and g 2 are evaluated using the solutions of the leading order problem. Thus, in the correction problem the delay terms are known functions and become simply inhomogeneous terms.
If the delay is small, i.e., τ = O(ǫ), then the delay terms in the leading order problem can be expanded via a Taylor series, e.g.,
. This idea is used to apply the method of multiple time scales to problems with delay [3] , whereupon introducing a slow time T = ǫt, the delay term becomes
. Thus, the O(ǫ) term of the expansion contributes a slow-time derivative to the correction problem. Of course, the delay in the fast time must still be dealt with by other means. In any case, we note that it has long been known that series expansions based on small delay can change the properties of the problem, e.g., stability of equilibrium may change [4] .
Hence, results based on small-delay expansions should be carefully checked against numerical solutions to ensure that they maintain fidelity.
A third approach is to allow the delay to remain in the leading order problem but to take advantage of solution properties such as pulsations that allow for the construction of solutions other than by direct methods. For example, in [5, 6] the authors use ideas from matched asymptotic expansions to patch together a complete solution based on approximate solutions constructed over different intervals of time.
In this paper we use the method of averaging applied to DDEs [1] , where application of the method is facilitated by looking for solutions whose period is near to that of the delay time, or integer fractions thereof. This is the key technical advance of this work and, to our knowledge, it has not previously been utilized.
More specifically, we look for solutions where x τ − x = O(ǫ) (similarly for y) such that the solution is nearly τ -periodic. In this way, we allow for solutions of arbitrary-sized delay and the delay term may be part of the leading-order problem, as we have indicated in f 1 and g 1 in Eq. (1). We then use averaging to determine how the amplitude of the periodic solutions depends on the system parameters and the delay τ .
In the next section we present the general calculation ultimately deriving conditions for the existence and stability of τ -periodic solutions to Eq. (1). In Sec. 3 we demonstrate the method on a generic predator-prey type model and compare the results to those from numerical simulations. We conclude with a discussion in Sec. 4.
General formulation

Evolution of the energy
As discussed in the introduction, we look for nearly τ -periodic solutions, where
Eq.
(1) becomeẋ = f 1 (x, x + ǫu, y, y + ǫv) + ǫf 2 (x, x + ǫu, y, y + ǫv),
where the O(ǫ) terms in the u and v equations contain the deviations of f 2 and g 2 . Expanding for ǫ ≪ 1,
where the arguments of the f j and g j are (x, x, y, y) just as shown for the leading-order problem. In principle,
we should continue to monitor the evolution of u and v by expanding their evolution equations in Eq. (4) for small epsilon. However, we see that we will be able to reuse Eq. (3) to re-express our results solely in terms of x and y and will not need to explicitly determine the evolution of u and v. In any case, looking for nearly τ -periodic solutions implies that u and v remain bounded.
To solve by averaging we define new variables (E, Φ) that represent the energy and phase. The variable definitions are motivated by considering the unperturbed (ǫ = 0) problem, which iṡ
We assume that there are P -periodic solutions characterized by a first integral E = F (X, Y ) such thaṫ
We will not need the phase Φ and so do not consider it further.
We define the energy variable based on the ǫ = 0 problem as E = F (x, y) and the time evolution of E is given byĖ
where all functions are evaluated with arguments (x(E, Φ), x(E, Φ), y(E, Φ), y(E, Φ)).
Averaging and nearly τ -periodic solutions
We now average over one period P of the unperturbed (ǫ = 0) system to obtaiṅ
where according to the usual application of averaging, the functions on the right-hand side of Eq. (10) (10) is a consequence of our definition of E and indicative of the fact thatÊ is nearly constant, i.e., slowly varying.
Recall that u and v are defined by Eq. (3) such that to leading order
We have assumed that X and Y are P -periodic and that the period is closely related to the delay time, that is
Then
and similarly
Eq. (10) becomesĖ
which we reorganize aṡ
(Henceforth, we will not indicate the O(ǫ 2 ) term). The functions in the integrals are all evaluated with arguments (X, X, Y, Y ), and we have the standard result that the O(ǫ) term in the averaging result forÊ is independent of the phase. Further, the period will also be a function of the energy E such that
Thus, Eq. (16) has the formĖ
The first integral I 1 characterizes the cumulative effect of the dissipation over one period; we expect that I 1 will be negative. The second integral I 2 characterizes the effective driving force of the delay on the system.
Existence and stability of periodic solutions
We can now use Eq. (18) to examine the existence and stability of periodic solutions to Eq. (1). Periodic solutions exist if the change in the average energy over one period is zero. Thus, periodic solutions satisfŷ
which is the bifurcation equation describing the amplitude of solutions E 0 in terms of the damping (ǫ), the delay (τ ) and the other system parameters included in the integrals. We can analyze the stability of the periodic orbits by lettingÊ = E 0 + z(t) in Eq. (18), expanding for z small and finding an ODE for z aṡ
where the prime indicates derivative with respect to argument. Thus, periodic orbits are stable (unstable)
if the term in brackets is negative (positive).
In summary, we look for nearly τ -periodic solutions, which facilitates analytical progress at two points.
First, using Eq. (3) we can expand for small ǫ leaving a leading-order problem that is integrable with periodic solutions. Second, we use τ -periodicity in Eq. (12) and (13) to simplify the integrals containing the delay terms. The end results are Eq. (19) and (20), which determine the existence and stability of solutions. In the next section we carry out this calculation on a specific example.
Example
As
which has applications in lasers [7, 8, 9, 10, 11] , population epidemics [12, 6] , and malaria infection [13, 14] .
More generally, Eqs. (21) are a rescaled predator-prey system with the predator x regulated by a delayed version of the prey population y. In the case of lasers the delay term is feedback corresponding to a reinjection of the original signal after being reflected from some external surface. In the case of population epidemics, the delay term was feedback of temporarily immune individuals back into the susceptible class.
Evolution of the energy
We look for nearly τ -periodic solutions with ǫv = y τ − y to obtaiṅ
where R = 1 − r. If we take ǫ = 0 we haveẊ
The (X, Y ) subsystem has a first integral that motivates defining a new energy variable given by
For ǫ = 0, E ′ = 0, while for ǫ = 0 we haveĖ = −ǫx 2 (a + by) + ǫrxv.
Averaging and nearly τ -periodic solutions
We average both sides of the above equation over the period P to obtaiṅ
where as indicated the integrals are evaluated using the ǫ = 0 system and we made the substitution ǫv = Y τ − Y . For the ǫ = 0 system we haveẊ = −RY so that
where the final result is due to the periodicity of X. Thus, the energy evolves according tȯ
We look for nearly τ -periodic solutions such that using Eq. (12) and expanding the difference (Y τ − Y ) as we did in Eq. (13), the evolution equation for the averaged energy becomeṡ
Using Eq. (29) again, the equation for the average energy is theṅ
The integral on X 2 is a function of the energy, and so we define
In addition, the period also depends upon the energy, and we rewrite P 1 using Eq. (17) . Thus, we have thaṫ
Note that both I and P are known functions. The former is defined above and the latter is given by
where X is a function ofÊ and Y via Eq. (26).
Existence and stability of periodic solutions
Periodic solutions Eq. (21) exist if the average energyÊ is a constant with respect to time, i.e., dÊ/dt = 0.
Thus, lettingÊ =Ê 0 we have that
The function I(Ê 0 ) is zero only if the energy is zero. Thus, periodic solutions have an average energy determined by
More specifically, Eq. (37) provides an equation for the period:
The stability of the periodic solutions can be analyzed by lettingÊ =Ê 0 + z in Eq. (34) and linearizing for z ≪ 1; we find thatż
The function I is positive by Eq. (33). The period monotonically increases with the amplitude [12] and so P ′ > 0. Thus, periodic orbits with period P ≈ τ /n are stable (unstable) if r < 0 (r > 0).
Comparison with numerical simulations
Using Eq. (38) and given a relationship for P = P (Ê 0 ) or P = P (X, Y ), we can then invert to determine how the maximum amplitudes depend upon the the parameters. Such relationships can be determined from the results in [9] and are given by (4), and
which were derived in the limit of large-amplitude pulsating solutions. We compare our analytical results for the period, Eq. (38), the the maximum amplitudes, Eq. (40) and stability, Eq. (39) to the output of numerical simulation [15] and continuation [16] .
We first show three example time series in Fig. 1 for the case when τ = 5π/2. For small-values of r, the system will decay to the (0, 0) steady state, and as r is increased, oscillatory solutions appear due to a Hopf bifurcation. Fig. 1a shows small-amplitude nearly harmonic solutions for a value of r just beyond the Hopf bifurcation point. As r is increased, the periodic solutions become pulsating as shown in Fig. 1b . Increasing r further leads to the chaotic solutions as shown in Fig. 1c , typically through a period-double sequence.
In Fig. 2-4 we compare the analytical results (blue curve) with those from numerical continuation [16] (red stars), for the case when r < 0. These results are generic for all values of delay that we have tested. In
Fig. 2a τ = 5π/2, there is a supercritical bifurcation, and the period asymptotes to P ≈ τ . There is excellent fit between the averaging result, Eq. (38) using n = 1. In Fig. 3a τ = 7π/2 and the Hopf bifurcation is subcritical. After the limit point and as |r| is increased, the period asymptotes to P ≈ τ and there is excellent fit with the analytical result for n = 1. Finally, in Fig. 4a τ = 8π/2, the Hopf bifurcation is supercritical, though the branch is less steep than in Fig. 2a . In this case the analysis fits using n = 2 in Eq. (38). In all three cases the branch of solutions considered originates from a Hopf bifurcation, which occurs when the period is approximately 2π; the value of n used in Eq. (38) is such that when the period asymptotes to P τ /n it connects to this primary branch. We have not attempted to numerically find disconnected branches of solutions that may use different values of n for the same value of the delay τ . Finally, whether the bifurcation is supercritical or subcritical can be predicted from the value of the delay and is described in [6] .
In Figs Nevertheless, the analytical results track the numerical solutions reasonably well.
Eq. (39) predicts that the solutions shown in Fig. 2-4 are stable for r < 0. In both Fig. 2 (τ = 5π/2) and Fig. 4 (τ = 8π/2) the bifurcation is supercitical and initially stable. However, there is a period-doubling bifurcation for |r| not too much larger than the value of Hopf bifurcation. In Fig. 3 (τ = 7π/2) the branch of solutions is stable for |r| greater than the value at the limit point, where the period is close to τ ; however, it too also has a period-doubling bifurcation for not too much larger |r|. Thus, the linear stability result given by Eq. (39) is initially correct but does not predict the period-doubling bifurcation. Our hypothesis is that this is because the period-doubling bifurcation occurs when the period asymptotes to a constant and the amplitudes are still increasing, thus P ′ (Ê 0 ) ≈ 0. In this case the linear-stability result becomes inconclusive.
Discussion
We have shown that solutions with periods that are nearly τ -periodic can be constructed for arbitrary size solutions, delay time, and feedback strength (size of the delay term). Instead of assuming that one of the above is small, we look for solutions whose period is a small deviation from the delay time (or an integer fraction there of). In this respect, the idea is similar to that used when studying the development of chaos or resonances, where the system is perturbed from a known trajectory such as a homoclinic orbit or other periodic solution [17, 18] .
The control scheme of Pyragus [19] is also related to the idea considered here. In Pyragus control a system without delay is assumed to have an unstable periodic orbit of period P . Delayed feedback of delay time τ ≈ P is used to stabilize the desired orbit by forcing the difference y(t − τ ) − y(t) to be small.
We have demonstrated the method on a simple model that has wide application. Eq. (21) and variations thereof have been analyzed considering a number of different limiting cases. Pieroux et al. in both [10] and [7] consider the case of a small-delay term (r ≪ 1) and r < 1, which corresponded to weak, delayed, negative feedback in a laser. They use averaging similar to that performed here and obtain similar but not equivalent results. In particular, the definition of the energy function is slightly different because r ≪ 1 in their work, and the evaluation of the delay terms in the integrals cannot take advantage of nearly τ -periodicity.
In [3] (Sec. 7.2.2) Erneux uses the Poincaré-Lindsedt method, while in Taylor Taylor et al. [6] , when examining temporary immunity in diseases, consider Eq. (21) with r > 0 corresponding to reinjection of recovered individuals back into the susceptible class. Their map approach allows for arbitrary size solutions, delay time and feedback strength but is restricted to r > 0, but requires that the delayed pulse and current pulse of infectious individuals do not overlap in time and so cannot describe the solutions considered here.
What we see is that the idea and method of analysis demonstrated here does not supersede or is not necessarily superior to these other approaches. Instead, it is a matter of what information is trying to be obtained and under what conditions. The advantage of the idea in this paper is that the solution size, delay time, and feedback size are unrestricted. The limitation is that it will capture only solutions whose period is related to the delay time. 
